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Abstract: To successfully deal with emergent events or crises, it is necessary to have a fully planned
integrated rescue system (IRS). The stages of the IRS are tested by exercises that aim to model rescue
and clean-up operations as closely as possible. This article compares different software tools to
support the creation and implementation of exercises of different stages of the IRS. The article aims to
compare suitable software tools and evaluate their application in the individual phases of creating
tactical exercises in the IRS and application to the implementation and evaluation phase. Methods
of explanation, comparison, and modeling are used to achieve the goals. It was found that the
investigated software programmes are all suitable for use in the organization of exercises. The results
are shown in a comparison table and examples of individual model situations. The article presents
possible implementation scenarios of software tools for creating and organizing exercises of stages of
the IRS, which can make the preparation of both tactical and screening exercises more efficient.

Keywords: comparison; exercises; integrated rescue system; software; support

1. Introduction

The parameters of the integrated rescue system (IRS) are set out and defined in Act No.
239/2000 Coll. This law defines the IRS as “A coordinated procedure of its components
in preparing for emergencies and in carrying out rescue and liquidation work”. The tasks
that are performed during the rescue work also depend on the tasks required to protect the
population [1]. Vichova et al. [2] list among these tasks as, the coordination of evacuation
activities, emergency accommodation, and the necessary means for the survival of the
population in emergencies and crises [3].

In the Czech Republic, the primary agencies and secondary agencies are distinguished
from each other. The primary groups of the IRS include:

• Fire and Rescue Service of the Czech Republic;
• Fire protection units included in the area coverage of the region;
• Czech Republic Police;
• Providers of emergency medical services.

The secondary groups of the IRS include:

• Dedicated forces and resources of the armed forces;
• Municipal police;
• Public health authorities;
• Emergency, professional, and other services;
• Civil protection equipment;
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• Non-profit organizations and citizen associations that can be used for rescue and
liquidation work.

All these groups are involved in rescue and clean-up operations. Haddow, G.D. et al. [4]
state in their book that there “is no country, community, or person immune to emergencies
and disasters. However, with proper preparation, their effects can be mitigated”. Another
of the selected authors who deal with population protection is Yusufalievich et al. [5].

For agility and readiness, it is necessary to undertake regular exercises. The IRS Act
defines in §17 two types of exercises, namely tactical and verification exercises.

Tactical exercises of IRS units are exercises where the units are briefed in advance
and examine the procedures and the management of the intervention. These exercises are
always announced in advance and can be found in the publicly available materials of the
fire brigade.

Verification exercises examine the ability to react and document the IRS. The difference
from tactical exercises is that these exercises are not briefed in advance.

This research deals with tactical exercises and a comparison of programme tools that
can be applied for their preparation and implementation. Exercises can be performed at
the tactical, operational, and strategic levels and always consist of three phases:

• Preparatory;
• Implementation;
• Evaluation.

In order to not only save people, animals, property, and the environment but also to
communicate and cooperate with the rescue and clean-up operation, it is necessary to plan
and organize these exercises. Modern technologies or software equipment can also help to
streamline processes and be able to deal with unforeseen events, meaning these exercises
can be better planned [1,6]. As an example, we can mention the article by Li, F., dealing
with modern trends in fire protection [7].

Current outputs in this area can be found in articles by Benda et al. [8] and Stanek et al. [9].
These articles bring exciting insights into crisis management support using modern tech-
nology. In these sources, the authors deal with issues close to our research. This article
deals with the applicability of only one specific software and event. In contrast, this arti-
cle compares several software programmes for planning and implementing exercises of
components of an IRS within the crisis management framework.

According to available publications, an increase in the use of virtual reality technology
can be observed in the exercises of the IRS. However, they mostly focus on either individual
exercises or for only one component, such as the fire brigade or an emergency. As an
example, we mention the publication by Çakıroğlu, Ü. and Seyfullah, G. [10], where the
authors deal with the implementation of virtual reality in the exercise process of the fire
rescue service, or by Guo, Y. et al. [11]. The article presents a simulation of evacuation using
selected software (Pathfinder). An example is an article by Xu, L. et al. where the authors
illustrate the procedure of evacuation with the help of the aforementioned programme [12].
The possibilities of presenting evacuation exercises are, in today’s age, also with the help of
modern technologies. An example is an article by Yu, X. et al., which deals with the use of
VR in the evacuation process [13].

The problem in this area is insufficient publication material or academic research,
which are dedicated to supporting the exercises of the IRS. Strategic and conceptual ma-
terials are prepared in the Czech Republic which set goals for deepening experience and
highlighting work with modern technologies. The foremost publication that sets these
goals is the Population Protection Concept until 2025 with a view to 2030. The concept
detailed in this publication is a relevant topic, which aims to indicate the possible use of
software tools and modern technologies in the planning and implementation of exercises
of the IRS [14].

The article focuses on the comparison of software tools in the exercise planning stages.
Modern technologies that can be applied in the field during the implementation phase are
mentioned as examples of use. Among the mentioned are virtual and augmented reality.
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2. Materials and Methods

The research plan was divided by the authors into the following parts. In the first
part of the research plan, the authors carried out a search and found out the necessity of
this article. In the next part, applications were selected, which will be described in the
article and applied to the IRS exercises. The TerEx (version 3.1.1), PRACTIS (version 1.0),
and Pathfinder (version 2022.2.0803) applications were selected because of their easy user,
financial, and local availability. The creation of examples and proposals for their solution,
including the use of modern technologies, are described here. Their use is described in the
individual stages of planning the exercises where they can be applied (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the proposed methodology.

An example of a participant’s real-life emergency procedure was selected as a motiva-
tional scenario for the study. The trapped explosive system in the premises of the Faculty
of Logistics and Crisis Management was selected as a threat. This event was simulated in
the TerEx programme. Subsequently, using the PRACTIS programme, a scenario of the
whole event was compiled, and the activities of the rescuers were described. Using the
Pathfinder programme, evacuation from the premises of the building was realized. Thanks
to these procedures, the coherence between the selected programmes and their applicability
for planning exercises was proven. To fulfill the objectives of this article, the software
applications TerEx, PRACTIS, and Pathfinder were selected for the preparatory phase of the
IRS exercises. These programmes were selected for their accessibility and user experience.
The programmes were tested on a computer equipped with Intel ® Core™ i7-9700 CPU
@ (Santa Clara, CA, USA), 16 GB RAM (Fountain Valley, CA, USA), NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 1660 SUPER (Santa Clara, CA, USA). Employees of the Department of Population
Protection from Tomas Bata University in Zlin participated in the testing. To illustrate
the usability, the same scenario was set in all software applications, namely, a trapped
explosive system weighing 5 kg, and in the case of the Pathfinder, an evacuation from the
premises of the Faculty of Logistics and Crisis Management was set.

The article mainly used methods for determining the possibility of using programmes
for the creation and implementation of exercises of the IRS.

First, it is necessary to explain the basic issues for understanding the text. For this
reason, the explanation was chosen as the first method, which makes it possible to explain
the researched area and thus bring the reader closer to the areas that are necessary for
understanding the research and the rest of the text in the article. This method is applied in
the Introduction section, which describes the basic issues of the researched area.

Among the primary methods that were used to determine usability was the method
of comparison. This method is used for research approaches, systems, processes, and
sub-procedures. In the thesis, the method is specifically used to specify the subject of the
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comparison and define the comparison of the properties of the selected software tools. This
is detailed in Table 1, where the functionality and the possibility of applying individual
software tools in the planning and implementation of exercises are evaluated. The specific
application of the method is used in Section 3.

The most important method in the article is the modeling method. The modeling
method aims to understand the observed situation, imitate the characteristics of the sit-
uation, and simulate them within the model. In this comparison, models were created
and the outputs of the different software tools were compared based on their simulations.
These comparisons were then analysed for the suitability of integration in the exercises of
the IRS. The method was used in the first stage of the organization of exercises of the IRS
(preparatory stage). This method was used by the authors Grabowski, A. and Jach, K. [15]
to illustrate training for firefighters in virtual reality.

3. Results

In this chapter, the outputs and objectives of the article are summarised. The chapter
is divided into three phases according to the instructions of the General Director of the
Fire and Rescue Service for planning the exercises of the IRS. This manual defines exactly
three phases, namely the preparation, implementation, and evaluation phases. Suggestions
from a range of software applications are embedded in these phases, which can be applied
to their preparation and implementation. The results are presented in the comparison table
at the end of the preparation phase.

3.1. Preparatory Phase

The phase begins with the inclusion of exercises in the task plan which contain points;
see chart below (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Exercises plan.

This content is usually presented in paper form with attached graphics. To increase
the effectiveness of the exercise and the creation of the preparatory phase, several planning
tools are offered, which allow you to create an adequate plan for the preparation of tactical
exercises [3,6].

In addition to the usual MS Office tools, it is possible to use other tools, for example,
PRACTIS software. This programme allows the user to design and modify processes that
can also be applied in the field of population protection, crisis management, and IRS. As
Bartošíková, R. et al. [16] describe in their article, this is a programme that was developed by
a private company, T-Soft, for the needs of the Faculty of Logistics and Crisis Management
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at Tomas Bata University in Zlin. However, this does not prevent its use in practice for the
needs of the IRS and other public protection bodies.

Compared with text templates, this programme not only enables the creation of a
complete scenario but also allows the addition of time intervals to individual events, their
description, and the assignment of the participant’s role. The simulation is then validated
by its applicability to real-life situations. Common tools do not provide these options;
therefore, this programme becomes a market-leading tool that can be used effectively in
creating exercises. A unique advantage is a choice between the graphic form or text form at
the beginning of the simulation.

For use in the IRS, it is possible to simulate exercises according to typical activities for
events, such as traffic accidents, fires, a person with a highly contagious disease, or a trapped
explosive system, for which an example is created in the attached figures (Figures 3–11).
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The user can easily use the tabular view to add exercise participants and assign them
their tasks during rescue and clean-up operations. The advantage is a clear system in which
it is also possible to shape and re-sequence the processes and activities.

In addition to real-time, you can add game time and set a schedule for each event
or progress. The game time can be simulated in the programme, and it can be checked
whether all the procedures defined in the plan are or have been fulfilled.
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Another possibility of use in planning IRS exercises is programme TERrorist EXpert
(TerEx). This tool is mainly used to simulate the leakage of hazardous chemicals and explo-
sives. Compared with PRACTIS, it does not offer so many functions, but the advantage is
the overlay of geographic information systems, so the simulation can be overlayed directly
on a base map. Both programmes then complement each other perfectly, so in the case
of exercises focused on chemical substances, traffic accidents with leakage of dangerous
substances, or explosions, they are ideal for connecting outputs. An output with a trapped
explosive system was also used for the demonstration to show the interconnection of
both programmes.

The outputs of the simulation include the necessary evacuation, which is shown on
the map with the help of a slice. This information can be used to create an evacuation
simulation in the programme Pathfinder, which will be mentioned in the next part of
the article.

The output also includes a graph that determines the pressure of the shock wave.
When creating exercises, this data can be used to determine the potential number of injured
people around the scene.

Explanatory notes to Figure 8:

• Blue line—shock wave overpressure (kPa);
• Red line—shrapnel hazard;
• Green line—Threat to persons outside the building;
• Brown line—building damage.

The main output is a blast radius showing the epicenter of the explosion. The pro-
gramme also allows the determination of the direction of the wind, which may affect the
transport of hazardous substances in the air to some extent.

For the preparation of exercises in which the primary goal or at least part of it is
the evacuation of people from buildings, the Pathfinder programme can be used. This
programme allows you to load plans, for example, in CAD format, and create an evacuation
procedure here. Qin, Ch., et al. [17] in their article deal with the application of this software
in the evacuation of a metro station and describe the functions of this tool. The programme
itself has numerous functions, but for the preparation of tactical exercises aimed at evacua-
tion, their simulations are ample. Similar to the previous programme, PRACTIS and TerEx
can relate to this as well.

In Figure 10 below, one can see the work environment in which the created school
object is recorded.
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In Figure 11, the course of the evacuation simulation along the evacuation staircase
can be observed. The simulation can be viewed from all angles and the user can adjust the
angle of view by simply moving the cursor.

A comparison table has been prepared for clarity. It contains basic information about
individual software that was used for the preparatory phase of the IRS exercise.

Table 1 visually shows the comparison between the mentioned and proposed software
tools for creating exercises in the preparatory phase. The table compares both the financial
cost of individual tools and, for example, their time-related resource cost for training. For
members of the IRS, the tools available for these software tools can also be decisive factors.
For this reason, for example, map materials, mobile devices, and the possibility of inserting
documents or creating scenarios are also compared. As stated earlier, all these tools are also
suitable for interlinking.

Table 1. Comparison of programme tools for the preparatory phase.

Function PRACTICE TerEx Pathfinder

Affordability Unspecified Unspecified $ 2250–3375
Time intervals Yes No Yes

Programme training intervals Individual Individual Individual
Graphic display Yes Yes Yes
Event schedule Yes No No
Map materials No Yes No
Mobile device No No No

Possibility to run on a web portal Yes Yes No
Possibility to insert documents Yes No No

The demand of programme operation Medium Low High
Creating scenarios Yes No No

Demarcation of participants Yes No Yes

The resulting comparison table provides a closer comparison of the tools of individual
software tools and the possibility of application for the creation and implementation
of exercises.

3.2. Implementation Phase

The implementation phase takes place by announcing a simulated emergency accord-
ing to the approved exercise plan and is completed by the implementation of rescue and
clean-up operations by the involved IRS units.

Nowadays, there are many modern technologies for the implementation of exercises,
which use a variety of software equipment. One of these technologies is virtual reality
technology, which is gradually building its place in the IRS. According to V. Mach [18],
virtual reality can be defined as “an advanced user interface that includes a simulation of a
real environment in real-time, where the user interacts through several sensory channels
(sight, hearing, touch, smell, and taste)”.

Exercises with the help of this technology do not have to take place in real situations,
but with the help of simulators they can be embedded in the overall simulation and thus
carry out the implementation of the exercises as they were determined in the preparatory
phase. Virtual reality is predominant in the field of fire protection.

An example is the FLAIM Trainer, which is a configurable and mobile training system.
This simulator simulates a realistic rendering of the effects of smoke, fire, water, and foam
and corresponds exactly to the physical settings of the nozzles and power. It is thus possible
to simulate the fire-fighting conditions that firefighters experience in real situations. Levin,
Tamir, et al. [19] describe the possibilities of integrating a virtual reality platform with
numerical simulation tools for reproducing a fire scenario and use FLAIM Trainer for
this purpose.

To take advantage of virtual reality, it is necessary to have the right equipment. For
these purposes, it is necessary to have hardware (PC) with VR support, a VR headset (e.g.,
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HTC VIVE, OCULUS), and software (3D tools, Steam VR, and others). A preview of HTC
Vive pro is shown in Figure 12.
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Another technology is augmented reality technology. Doerner et al. [20] define aug-
mented reality as “the enrichment of reality with artificial virtual content”.

This technology can be used with smart devices (smartphones, tablets), or newer tech-
nologies in the form of headsets can be used. Similar to VR technology, AR is increasingly
focusing on the use of headsets in the workplace, and so far, the headset seems to be the
most sophisticated option. A suitable example can be considered Hololens 2 (Redmond,
WA, USA) from Microsoft.

ARinVR: Bringing Mobile AR into VR, Zhang, et al. [21] emphasize the issue of screen
size in smart devices. Although smart devices are among the most common platforms for
AR, the size of the screens limits the use of this technology, even with limited performance
and user experience.

For the area of IRS and exercises, this technology is offered for displaying simulations
of events in which the IRS participates. It is also possible to use standard activities, which
determine the procedures for rescue and liquidation work. One of the possibilities is,
for example, to display the plan of the progress of the components at the intervention
commander or the exercise schedule, where it would also be possible to take shots of the
whole course using installed cameras in either a smart device or Hololens 2.

To take advantage of this technology, it is necessary to have the ARCore (version
1.34.222640233) application in the case of smart devices, which enables the display of
elements of augmented reality. Unfortunately, not every smartphone or tablet has this
feature. In Table 2, selected devices that have the ARCore function are mentioned. The
complete list can be found on the developer’s site from Google [22].

For iOS devices, ARKit (ARKit 5, version 1.0) is required, which is supported by all
iOS devices 11.0 and higher. Examples of these devices are shown below (Table 3).

3.3. Evaluation Phase

The phase starts immediately after the end of the implementation phase. Evaluation
reports are collected from the members of the judging team and subsequently by the
start of the evaluation team, which is responsible for the overall analysis of the exercises,
the elaboration of proposals, and the final evaluation. The stage itself ends with the
handing over of the evaluation report to the authorized person who approved or ordered
the exercise.
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Table 2. Example of supported Android devices [22].

Manufacturer Device Model Technology

Asus Zenfone 8 Supports Depth API

Google Pixel 6
Supports 60 fps camera capture frame rate on the rearfacing
camera; Supports multiple GPU texture resolutions—1080p,

720p, 480p; Supports Depth API
Huawei Mate 20 Supports Depth API

Huawei P20 Supports multiple GPU texture resolutions—1440 × 1880;
1280 × 960; 480p; Supports Depth API

LG Style2 ARCore uses the wide-angle fixed focus rear-facing camera
for AR tracking

Motorola Edge 20 Supports Depth API
Realme GT Neo Supports Depth API

Samsung Galaxy Note 10 Supports multiple GPU texture resolutions—1080p, 720p,
480p; Supports Depth API

Sony Xperia 5 Supports Depth API
Xiaomi Poco X3 Pro Supports Depth API

Table 3. Example of supported iOS devices [22].

Device Generation

iPod 7th generation
iPad 5th generation
iPad Air 3rd generation

iPhone SE
iPhone 6S and 6S Plus
iPhone Pro Max

During the evaluation of the tactical exercise, emphasis is primarily placed on the
nine points listed below, which are determined in the evaluation part according to the
instructions of the director of the Fire Rescue Service of the Czech Republic.

• Receiving an alert, announcing a fire alarm, and leaving;
• Assessment of the technique used;
• Intervention organization and management;
• Deployment and use of fire equipment;
• Supplying deployed forces and resources with water and other materials;
• Passability of roads and logistics areas;
• Communication;
• Compliance with regulations on occupational safety and health protection;
• Discipline in intervention [23].

These areas are evaluated by the referees during the exercise and their results are
subsequently projected into the evaluation part. All participating components of the IRS
are later informed of these results, and further measures are taken based on their success.
In connection with the created simulations, there is a space for the introduction of the 10th
point, namely the fulfillment of exercises according to a predetermined simulation plan
and time interval.

To evaluate the exercises, it is possible to use the output of the compared programme,
which can be compared with the set goal and schedule that was defined in the preparatory
phase.

These outputs can be included in the appendix part of the documentation, where an
analysis of deficiencies in implementation and points that have not been met or complica-
tions that have been recorded will be performed.
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4. Discussion

Exercises organized in cooperation with the components of the IRS are often deter-
mined from the experience and practices gained from previous exercises. They are often
designed only in text form and, in any case, they are not further modified for simulations
that can help in the creation.

The research presented in this article compared the possibilities of applying software
support to individual phases of creating exercises. The article is divided into preparatory,
implementation, and evaluation phases.

The possible use across technologies and use in practice was pointed out. The individ-
ual programmes were compared with each other and their pros and cons were highlighted.
Almost no exercises for the components of the IRS use any software tools for the creation of
exercises; therefore, this article pointed out the possible streamlining of their creation and
application for individual components.

The limiting element of this article is the insufficient literary background devoted to
the issue of organizing exercises of the components of the IRS and the connection with
software applications. Researchers often deal with the possible use of one tool or one
extraordinary event, such as Benvegnù, G. et al. [24]. This article points out the possible
applicability of software tools to the individual phases of the implementation of the exercise
and brings comparison of selected tools for the preparatory phase. Another case study is
by Arias, S. et al. [25], where the authors apply virtual reality technology for fire evacuation
purposes. The publications confirm the stated fact that only one specific event or IRS is
always discussed, but no formal publication would compare the possible application and
interconnection of other software applications for IRS exercises.

Managerial insights into individual levels of research are presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Outcomes and managerial insights for Integrated Rescue System software tools.

Level
of Analysis Methods Outcomes Managerial Insights

Preparatory Level

Research
Complexity
Theory
Reliability
Theory/Statistical
Planning
Analysis

Analysis of scientific publications
Study of legislative documents
Set work procedure
Cooperation with external entities
Use of special software

Identification of insufficient professional
resources
Out-of-date legislation that does not support
modern trends
Obstacles on the part of the supplier of
software tools
Insufficient capacity for complex
software tools

Implementation
Level

Optimization
Programming
Testing
Technology knowledge

Announcement of a simulated
emergency
Testing software tools
Possibility of usage VR and AR
Comparison of equipment for
realization

Analysis of contingency preparedness plans
Collision of tested tools
Availability of modern technologies in IRS
Ending support of mobile devices

Evaluation Level

Optimal
Control
Software tools
Simulation

Collection of evaluation reports
Creation of team for results
evaluation
Comparison of the simulation
Evaluation by an authorized
person

Loss or incompleteness of supporting
documents
Inexpertness
Reservations about the model situation and
the course of the trained emergency
The unpredictability of real conditions
and situations

Table 5 summarises the titles, authors, journals, central research questions, meth-
ods, and outcomes of each analysed paper. These compare the results achieved with
other authors.
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Table 5. Research studies on the Integrated Rescue System software tools.

Authors and Publication Year Title Journal Central Focus Method(s) Outcomes

Yusufalievich,
M. S. et al. (2022) [5]

Natural Emergency Situations
and Protection of the Population

from their Effects

Central Asian Journal of
Theoretical & Applied Sciences

Education, news, and procedures
in the field of emergency and

civil protection
Explanation, analysis

Modern teaching methods,
interactive methods, and new
pedagogical technologies in

higher education

Li, F. (2022) [7]
Intelligent Science Empowers:

Building Fire Protection
Technology Development

Handbook of Cognitive and
Autonomous Systems for Fire

Resilient Infrastructures

Building intelligent systems of
fire detection and response,

robots, evacuation

Simulation, analysis, observation,
mapping, modelling

Proposal to improve fire
protection, use of modern

technologies in fire
detection/evacuation

Yu, X. et al. (2022) [13]

Integrating Virtual Reality and
Building Information Modeling
for Improving Highway Tunnel
Emergency Response Training

Buildings Integrating BIM and VR, fire
evacuation training

BIM, simulation,
modelling

Simulation training platform to
enhance the skills and optimize
the existing plans for handling

emergency response

Doerner, R. et al. (2022) [20]

Virtual and Augmented Reality
(VR/AR) Foundations and

Methods of Extended
Realities (XR)

Springer Basic principles of use and
description of VR and AR

Explanation, analysis,
modelling, simulation

Introducing the reader of the
book to the basic knowledge of
virtual and augmented reality

Xu, L. et al. (2022) [12]

Intelligent planning of fire
evacuation routes using an

improved ant colony
optimization algorithm

Journal of
Building Engineering

Proposal of the optimal algorithm
of evacuation routes (IACO)

Modelling, simulation,
algorithmization

Design of optimal evacuation
routes, simulated in selected

SW tools

Vichova, K. et al. (2018) [2]

Assessment of emergency supply
of healthcare facilities as a

module of the crisis management
information system

MATEC Web of Conferences Evaluation of crisis
preparedness

Analysis, induction, comparison,
heuristic analysis of

preparedness

Creation of a module to assess
the emergency preparedness of

health establishments

Qin, J. et al. (2020) [17]
Simulation on fire emergency
evacuation in special subway
station based on Pathfinder

Case Studies in Thermal
Engineering

Creating an evacuation
simulation in a special

metro station

Analysis, spatial modelling,
simulation

Proposal to relieve the pressure
of people during evacuation on

subway station staircases

Popov, O. O. et al. (2022) [26]

The use of specialized software
for liquid radioactive material

spills simulation to teach
students and postgraduate

students

CTE Workshop
Proceedings

Relevance of using
specialized software to solve

problems of emergency
prevention

Modelling, use of specialized
software, mathematical

modeling

Modelling of physical properties
of radioactive liquid leakage and

transport of radioactive
substances in emergency areas
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5. Conclusions

This article aimed to perform a comparison of the proposed software applications in
the organization of exercises of the components of the IRS in the Czech Republic. Tactical
exercises are an integral part of dealing with emergencies that people encounter daily. These
exercises allow for better preparedness and, consequently, rescue and liquidation work.
Facilitating these exercises within the organization of work brought possible proposals
for the involvement of software applications. In the environment of the IRS, there are no
publications or professional articles that focus on the organization itself, but only on the
specific use of the technology, such as virtual reality, which is increasingly applied in the
field of fire protection.

Insufficient literary elaboration of this issue is a limiting element in this article, but
it allows for the continuation of the design of the organization and to put into specific
exercises of the components. Future research is intended for the application of modern
technologies, specifically augmented and virtual reality, which is one of the areas of interest
for the development and components of an IRS. Specifically, virtual reality is already
often applied to fire protection trends, for example, in evacuation simulations. Among
the sources of the selected articles, we can mention Lorusso et al. [27] or Yang et al. [28]
where the authors apply both technologies. In particular, the application of augmented
reality to the evacuation design platform in the training game is described in the article by
Catal et al. [29].

Concerning the knowledge found and published in this article, it can be stated that
this issue is not sufficiently mapped and there is a lack of quality professional literature
focused on this specific topic. Therefore, it is necessary to deal with this issue and publish
the results in professional scientific journals.
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